Control of replication in I-complex plasmids.
The closely related plasmids that make up the I-complex group and the more distantly related IncL/M plasmids regulate the frequency of initiation of their replication by controlling the efficiency of translation of the rate limiting replication initiator protein, RepA. Translation initiation of repA is dependent on the formation of a pseudoknot immediately upstream of its Shine-Dalgarno sequence. Formation of this pseudoknot involves base pairing between two complementary sequences in the repA mRNA and requires that the secondary structure sequestering the distal sequence be disrupted by movement of the ribosome translating and terminating a leader peptide, whose coding sequence precedes and overlaps that of repA. Expression of repA is controlled by a small antisense RNA, RNAI, which on binding to its complementary target in the repA mRNA not only pre-empts formation of the pseudoknot, but also inhibits translation of the leader peptide. The requirement that translation of the leader peptide be completed for the pseudoknot to form increases the time available for the inhibitory interaction of RNAI with its target, so that at high copy number the frequency of pseudoknot formation is lowered, reducing the proportion of repA mRNA that are translated. At low copy number, when concentration of RNAI is low, repA is translated with increased frequency, leading to increased frequency of plasmid replication.